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A GAO report issued on July 31, 1S78, identified

shortccnings in efforts by the Energy Information Administratiou

(EIk) to meet its obligations under the Energy Policy and

Conservation Act (EPCA) and recommended corrective actions.
Questions were raised about the relevance of this report to

EIA's Financial Reporti,g System (FES). The principal concern

expressed in the report, that EIA has not adequately defined its

data needs nor planned its intended use, is directly relevant to

the FRS. Subsection 205(h) of the act outlines four broad types

of analyses that the FRS is to facilitate, but these analyses

are not related to specific policy objectives. Before the

reporting system is implemented, certain questions should be

answered relating to policy issues, information needs, specifics

of data collection, and accounting practices. Recommendations in

the July report relating to a reporting form for smell producers

and obligations to collect data from all producers do net apply

to subsection 205(h). {HTV)
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The Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairmani, Subcommittee on Energy

and Power
Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce
House of Representatives

Deat Mr. Chairman:

On July 31, 1978, we issued a report entitled
"Improvements Needed in tne Deoartnent of Energy's Efforts
to Develop a Finan:ial Reporting System" (EMD-78-95). In
that report, we described certain shortcomings in efforts
by the Energy Information Administration (EIA) of the De-
partment of Energy (DOE) to meet its obligations under the
Ene:gy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA) and recommended
rctions that we felt were needed to fully meet the intent
of that act.

In a letter to us dated September 6, 1978, you expressed
concern that our report could delay the implementation of
EIA's Financial Reporting System (FRS? and ra;ised certain
questions about the relevance of our report to FRS. You
stated that in your opinion the FRS is designed to meet only
subsection 205(h) of the Department of Energy Organization
Act and that the data system should not be delayed for noted
shortcomings in meeting the requirements of EPCA.

While we cannot agree that FRS relates solely to
subsection 205(h) of the DOE Organization Act, 1/ our view

1/DOE officials have continuously assured us since May 1977
that FRS would be used to meet the Department's respon-
sibilities under EPCA (see the attached letter from The
Honorable John F. O'Leary, Administrator, Federal Energy
Administration, dated May 26, 1977). The present Adminis-
trator of the Energy Information Administration reinforced
this view in our meeting with the Subcommittee staff on
September 11, 1978. Subsection 205(c) of the DOE Organiza-
tion Act provides that EIA must perform pre-existing
energy information responsibilities such as those outlined
in section 505 of EPCA.

EMD-78-112
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in that regard is not crucial to our basic concern regarding
FRS. The principal concern expressed in our report is
that EIA has not adequately defined its data needs and has
not sufficiently planned the use it will make of the data
collected. Essentially, we are concerned about the form's
usefulness to data users. We believe the form may contain
too much data, too little data, or simply data in the wrong
format for its eventual users. We believe this concern is
directly relevant to the Financial Reporting System and is
valid regardless of the legislative mandate under which the
form was developed. While we do not question the sufficiency
of FRS to meet the legal requirements of subsection 205(h),
we believe a serious question exists as to whether the
proposed FRS form contains the data needed by the system's
users.

Members of the subcommittee staff have asked that we
relate the comments in our report directly to EIA's mandate
under the DOE Organization Act. The purpose of this letter
is to respond to that request.

Subsection 205(h) of the DOE Organization Act outlines
four broad types of analyses that the Financial Reporting
System is to facilitate. These analyses are described in
very general terms, however, and are not related to specific
policy objectives or policy questicns. EIA is given con-
siderable freedom to determine what specific data it will
collect, what analyses it will make, and consequently what
the system will accomplish.

For example, paragraph (2) of subsection 205(h) states
that the FRS shall permit "* * * an evaluation of company
revenues, profits, cash-flow, and investments in total, for
the energy-related lines of commerce in which such company
is engaged and for all significant energy-related functions
within such company." The act does not state what kind of
evaluation is to be made or what policy questions are to be
answered, and it is not intuitively obvious what specific
revenue, profit, investment, and cash-flow data is needed.
Revenues, profits, investments, and cash-flow can be evaluated
in many different ways and on many different bases. The type
of evaluation to be made should be dictated by the policy
questions to be answered, and that evaluation should,
in turn, dictate the basis on which financial concepts
such as revenues and profits are to be computed to render
the most relevant and meaningful answer.

-2-
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To be somewhat more specific, profitability can be
analyzed on many different geographical and geological bases,
and functional breakdowns can be made before or after the
allocation of various joint costs such as corporate taxes.
Further, profits can be measured on a value basis as opposed
to the historical cost basis as presently contemplated by
FRS and can be augmented by che presentation of projected
cost and revenue information. The techniques used to measure
profits and the geographical and corporate boundries on which
profits are computed depend very heavily on what policy ques-
tions are going to be addressed and how "corporate profit-
ability" is going to be used in answering those questions.
If "profits" are goirng to be used in resolving pricing policy
questions, a measure of companywide or functional profits
on a historical cost basis may be totally inappropriate. For
other purposes, such a measure may be useful. If changes
are needed in the measurement techniques used to compute
profits, or in the corporate, geographical, and geological
boundaries on which these computations are made, significant
changes may be required in the data collected from industry
firms through FRS.

We believe that fundamental decisions concerning tne
system's objectives, the policy questions to be answered,
and the specific analyses to be made form the foundation of
any information system and provide the appropriate basis
on which to judge the relevancy and usefulness of various
forms of input data. We were never able to find satisfactory
evidence that this foundation was laid or that it served as
the basis for selecting the data in the proposed FRS
collection form. It is important that DOE collect the data
that is needed to meet the system's objectives and not simply
all the data that can be expeditiously collected from re-
porting companies.

DOE staff members have told us that they considered the
system's objectives in designing FRS forms, but that the
thought process linking the objectives to specific FRS data
was not formally documented. We iLlie-Te it is both
impractical and insufficient to develop a system as large
and important aa this one (approximately 8,000 data items
forming one of the most comprehensive energy data systems
inside the Federal Government) without formally documenting
the key elements of this important thought process. As we
stated in our July report, we believe the reporting system
should be implemented only after the following questions
have been answered:
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1. What policy issues are most relevant and poten-
tially useful in accomplishing the public policy
objectives to which the system is oriented?

2. What specific questions need to be answered in
resolving the policy issues relevant to this
system?

3. What analyses and industrywide information
are needed to answer the specific questions?

4. What specific data must be collected from
individual companies to compile the needed
information and make the required analyses?

5. Who should be required to submit the data?

6. Whac accuracy tolerances should be placed
on the data?

7. What accounting practices are needed to
insure that data is adequately comparable
and reliable?

Lackirg a well-documented system, EIA runs the risk of
imposing an unnecessary reporting burdei on industry,
inundating policymakers with irrelevant lata, 4nd delaying
the collection of relevant information on which energy
policy should be based. We recommended in our July report
that the Secretary of Energy document the needs and uses of
the data in the proposed collection forms and insure that
the data relates directly to the reporting system's objectives.
aVe mi'e this recommendation following our review of EIA's
efforts under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, but
as indicated earlier, we believe the recommendation is
just ;. important for purposes of satisfying the intent
of subsection 205(h) of the DOE Organization Act as it
is for satisfying section 505 of EPCA.

We expressed two additional concerns in our July 31
report regarding the adequacy of EIA's efforts under EPCA.
We stated that EIA had not developed a reporting form for
small producers who must report under the act and that DOE
had icnored its obligations under EPCA to collect data
from 11 producers, whether or not sample basis reporting
would satisfy the agency's needs. Both of these concerns
and the corresponding recommendations stated in our report
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relate solely to EIA's obligations under EPCA.1/ Subsection
205(h) of the DOE Organization Act allows less stringent
reporting by small producers for purposes of that subsection,
and the two recommendations in our report dealing with small
producers do not apply to that particular provision.

Even for purposes of reporting under EPCA, we would
point Dut that these last two recommendations do not relate
to a reporting form designed exclusively for large producers.
We stated in our report that efforts in designing a reporting
scheme for small producers (as discussed in our last two
recommendations) could be affected by changes in response
to our first recommendation regarding the agency's data needs
and uses. We believe, therefore, that efforts in developing
a reporting form for small producers should be closely co-
ordinated with results obtained under the first recommendation
in our report. We believe, however, that a form designed ex-
clusively for large producers does not need to be entwined
with efforts under the last two recommendations as long as it
fully responds to the first recommendation as discussed above.

We hope these comments are useful to you and other
members of the Subcommittee and its staff. We are sending
copies of this letter to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Over-
sight and Investigations, House Committee on Interstate and
Fore:.gn Commerce; the Secretary, U.S. Department of Energy;
the Director, Office of Management and Budget; and the
Administrator, Energy Information Administration, U.S.
Department of Energy.

l/In this regard, we note that subsection 205(h) is in addition
to pre-existing information responsibilities consolidated in
subsection 205(c) and thus, according to its legislative
history "neither expands nor limits" authority such as that
in EPCA.

i ~y yours,

Comptro1 r deneral
c, Lhe United States

Enclosure

- 5 -
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.~.~ ' .. ,FEDERAL ENERGY ADIMINISTRATION
.o~*~ rWASHINGTON. D.C 20461

flay 26, 1977

Mr. Monte Canfield, Jr.
Director, Energy and Minerals Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Canfield:

This letter responds to your inquiry of April 22, 1977,
in which you posed eight questions relating to our
interpretation of Title V of the Energy Policy and.
?onservation Act (EPCA).

We appreciate this opportunity to set forth our views
on this matter of critical importance to both our
agencies. The significant improvement in oil and gas
financial information that will emerge from the EPCA
mandated accounting standards should improve the Federal
Government's ability to make well-founded and credible
judgments about oil and gas economics and related
policy questions. We are deeply committed to this
interagency effort which will help advance the Nation's
energy program.

At my direction, and in response to President Carter's
request, the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) is
cItrrentlv engased in a project to define the agencv's
requirements for. financial information from the petroleum
industry. Our requirements, of course, extend beyond the
exploration and production phase of the petroleum
industry to include refining, marketing, and transpor-
tation activities. The EPCA is the key source of data
requirements for the exploration and production phasse
However, FEA must also fulfill mandates outlined in
-the Federal Energy Administration Act (FEAA), the Energy
Supply and Environmental Conservation Act (ESECA), and
the Energy Conservation and Production Act (ECPA).

1
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To assure the development of the most relevant and com-
prehensive set of data requirements, we 'lave solicited
assistance from certain key parts of the Federal
Government. All of the Offices within PEA have been
asked to provide input to the requirements process.
FEA has also established a procedure to utilize the
expertise of other agencies to aid us in the definition
of data requirements. The Federal Power Commission (FPC),
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), Office of Hanagement and Budget (OtNB),
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), Department of
Justice, 3ureau of the Census, as well as the General
Accounting Office (GAO) are cooperating with us to
define the data base envisioned in Title v of EPCA and
Section 52 of ECPA. We are also planning to meet in the
near future with the Energy Research and Development
Administration and Department of the Interior to obtain
input on their data requirements.

The types of information that our study has defined as
requiremerts so far fall into four broad categories:

A. profitability of the functional segments of the
petroleum indurtry;

B. control of energy resources;
C. cash flow and investment patterns; and
D. efficiency of energy supply.

FEA's overall responsibility is specifying the data
base and data collection program required under EPCA,
and assuring that this data base is develcied in a
manner consistent with and integral to other energy
data progrr-s in the Government.

Specific responses to your questions follow:

1. FEA's responsibility under Section 503 of EPCA
is to consult with the SEC, Financial Accounting Standars
Board (FASB), GAO, and FPC during the process of estab-
lishing accounting standards for the oil and gas producing
industry. The primary purpose of the standards-setting
process is to remove the ambiguity in the oil and gas
producing industry's financial data. Ambiguity stems
from the variety of alternate methods that currently
exist for reporting similar transactions.

2
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FEA's responsibility under Section 505 of EPCA is to
implement a quarterly financial reporting system regarding
t.ne revenues, costs, investments, and operating results
rf the oil and gas exploration and production industry.
T~ assure consistent reporting, the FEA has the responsi-
bill.ty to require companies to maintain information in
accordance with the accounting standards developed by the
SEC and FASB (in consultation with FEA, GAO, and FPC), to
enable the reporting of such information to FEA.

The quarterly reporting system will not be implemented
until accounting standards for exploration and production
have been established by the SEC pursuant to Section 503
of EPCA.

2. As indicated above, the FEA is currently develop-
ing the specification of its data requirements for the
quarterly report. The development of the reporting form
will follow the definition of the data requirements. These
tasks have high priority in FFA based on our commitmerts
to GAO and SEC. The Office of Energy Information and
Analysis, which has the responsibility for this effort,
has Previously assured the SEC of its full cooperation in
establishing data needs and the assocLated accounting
practices.

We have.identified a preliminary series of objectives
for the overall financial reporting program and the
types of data items which would be netessa-t to analyze
specific pclicy questions. These objectives and data
are listed in the enclosure.

3. FEA has not designed the report that would be
sent to Congress. However, it is possible to outline
the kinds of data and analyses that the FEA would
provide. The report would address the categories of
.nformation outlined in Section 503 of EPCA and would
include types of information such as;

o revenues shown separately for oil and gas
production;

o operating costs for current oil and gas
production;
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o expenditures for developing oil and gas
discoveries into producing properties; and

o assets involved in oil and gas exploration
and production.

Analytic studies would include rate of return comparisons
of small and large companies and an examination of the
trend of finding and development costs for oil and
gas.

4. The primary users of the data base mandated by
the EPCA are the Congress, FEA, the agencies mentioned
earlier, as well as the Council of Economic Advisors.
Department of Treasury, and Department of Commerce. It
is clearly the intent of the Congress, expressed in EPCA,
to provide itself with useful information on which to
base its decisions regarding energy supply. FEA is
planning to analyze the infcrmation in the data base for
its policy and program evaluation. We have already
initiated a series of discussions with other potential
users as indicated above and have asked these agencies to
provide ongoing assistance in specifying and using the
energy data base.

5. Currently identified tasks for satisfying the
EPCA reporting requirement are:

o consult with the SEC and other agencies to
develop uniform accounting standards for oil
and gas producers;

o develop the specific data requirements for
the quarterly report mandated bl EPCA;

o design a report form to collect the
required data;

o organize and staff a group to validate,
process, and analyze the information; and

o design an analytical and reporting program
for the President and the Congress.

6 * The approach to this project was discussed in
the general comments above.
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Our timetable for developing the quarterly reporting system

required by EPCA is as follows:

o complete specification of data

requirements July 77

o complete selection of the data

elements to be reported quarterly

and develop a reporting form Aug. 77

o public comment period Sep. 77

o develop final form Oct. 77

o request GAO approval of the
quarterly reporting form Early 78

o send the reporting package to

respondents Dec. 78

o receive and process data covering

first quarter 1979 (the first
reporting quarter under the Act) June 79

7. To date, FEA's main efforts have been to

identify data requirements and to develop a reporting

form for an annual survey of financial conditions 
in

the oil industry. The design of this system is not yet

firm. Because of the extensive interagency coordination

involved, this effort will not, be complete for several

weeks.

V-ad on the set of requirements for annual exRpration
and production information that the FEA has developed,_

FEA has recently bequn development of its quarterly data

requirements. This effort will not be complete ;, til

July 1977. However, we expect to be able to provide the

SEC staff with a list of tentative-data requirements 
very

shortly.

8. FEA's responsibilities under Section 505 of EPCA

are: (1) to require companies to maintain information in

accordance with'the accounting standards developed by the

SEC and FASB (in consultation with FEA, GAO, and FPC), to

enable the reporting of such information to FEA; and

(2) to collect and report oil and gas exploration 
and

production information to the President and the Congress.

5
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Regarding the r-,quired quarter:y reporting by the companies,
FEA will collect data according to the categories specified
in paragraphs 1 and 2 of Section 503(c) of EPCA. These
categories will contain more or less detailed information
depending on FEA's needs.

Paragraph 3 of Section 503(c) gives FEA further flexibility
in specifying the content of the data base and the quarterly
report to fa,:ilitate compilation or interpretation of the
data base.

If you have any further questions regarding FEA's energy
data base prcgram, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sin ly

Lear

/administrator

Enclosure

cc: Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations.
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

Chairman, Federal Power Commission
Chairman, Securities and Exchange Commission
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THE FINANCIAL REPORTING SYSTEM (FRS) WILL MQOLOR WITHIN

THE PETROLEUM (OIL AND GAS) INDUSTRY:

o PROFITABILITY OF MAJOR ELEMENTS

o CONTROL OF ENERGY RESOURCES

o USES or PROFITS AND CASH FLOWS

o EFFICIENCY OF ENERGY SUPPLY

TO AID IN ANALYZING ENERGY POLICY ISSUES.

7
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ARE UNREASO'ABLE PROFITS BEING RE.ALIZED IN DIFFERENT SEGMENTS

OF THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY?

SUCH AS:

o Upstream vs. downstream profitability

o Oil and gas vs. alternative fuel profitability

o Domestic vs. foreign profitability

o Majors vs. independents profitability

FRS DATA ITEMS:

o Profits

o Costs

o Operating Margins

o Inventory Values

o. Unsuccessful wells
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ENCLOSURE

WHAT IS THE DEGREE OF INFLUENCE OR CONTROL EXERCISED 
BY

A COMPANY OR A GROUP OF COMPANIES WITHIN THE 
PETROLEUM

INDUSTRY?

SUCH AS:

o Ownership of domestic reserves

o Control of production

o Access to foreign sources of oil

FRS DATA ITEMS:

o Domestic proved reserves by ownership

o Domestic and foreign production

o Sales of refined product

9
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TO WHAT EXTENT DOES THE RELATIVE SIZE OF A PETROLEUM

FIRM INFLUENCE ITS PERFORMANCE?

SUCH AS:

o Economies of scale

o Profitability

o Market control

o Barriers to entry

FRS DATA ITEMS:

o Cash flows

o Assets

o Refinery capacity

o Profits available for reinvestment

o Costs

o Sales

10
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POLICY OUESTION 4

TO WHAT EXTENT DO PETROLEUM COMPANIES INFLUENCE OR CONTROL

OTHER ENERG: INDUSTRIES? TO WHAT EXTENT DOES THIS CONTROL

ENCOURAGE OR DISCOURAGE DEVELOPMENT OF ENERGY SUPPLIES?

SUCH AS:

o Ownership and development of coal supp'ies

o Ownership and development of uranium supplies

FRS DATA ITEMS:

o Ownership of reserves

o Sources of funds

o Capital spending

o Production

11
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HOW EFFICIENT ARE THE VARIOUS PARTS OF THE ENERGY SYSTEM?

SUCH AS:

o Independents vs majors

o Comparison of costs of production, processing, and
distribution

o Identifying cash flows between segments and fuels

FRS DATA ITEMS:

o Operating costs

o Profits and losses by segment

12
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9QL15YX'lCCT ST: O-

WHAT PRICES ARE NEEDED TO COVER AVERAGE 
COSTS OF

SUPPLYING EIVERGY?

SUCH AS:

o Offshore vs. onshore cost and prices

o Alaska vs. lower 48 cost and prices

FRS DATA ITEMS:

o Exploration, development, and production

costs

o Additions to proved reserves

13
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POLICUEST7._1 7_

WHAT HAVE BEEN THE EFFECTS OF GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS ON

DIFFERENT SEGMENTS OF THE INDUSTRY?

SUCH AS:

o EPAA/EPCA/ECPA

o FPC Opinion 770

o Price and Allocation Regul tions

FRS DATA ITEMS:

o Cost (Exploration, development)

o Revenues

o Cash flows

o Profitability

o Operating Margins

o Capital Expenditures

14
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UNITEDSTATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFrICE

"-,>~'k ~>~;f/ ~WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

ENERGY AND .!.'~!ERALS
DIVISION

The Plonorable John F. O'Leary April 22, 1977
Administrator, Feaeral Energy

Administration

Dear ;r. O'Lcary:

Section 503 of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act
(hct) mandates that the Securities and Cxchange Com;rission
(SLC) develop accounting practices to be followed by
persons engagc- in the production of crude oil and natural
gin. Ine purpouo ior tne development of accounting practices,
as statej in th. Act, is to help assure the develor.ent of

a reliable enerpy data base related to the exploration and
production cf cruce oil and natural ga s .

Section 505 of the Act mandates that the Administrator
or the Federal Energy Administration ouomit quarterly
reports to the President and Conuress conti ining petroleum
information ke-t in accordance with the accounltinr practices
deve:loped unr.r '.ction 5v. The Act further requireo
%he SEC to consult with the e^deral .nergy Aiministration
(FM2A), the Cenerli Accounting Office (GAG), and the
Federal Power Co....mission with. respect. to tne accoun.tin3
pract'ces ruquired by the Act.

The GAO has two principal roles to play in this project;
one in the consultant capacity to the SLC provided for in the

Act, and the other in its general oversight capacity to the
Congress. Further, the responsibility vested in GAO under
the Act to vzriiy energy data submitted to Federal agencies
dictates that we do the best possible job at this tir.e to

encourage tn2 development of accounting practice_ which will
help insure the integrity and credioility of energy data

reported to the Federal Government.

Because of our responsibilities, we have closely followed

the efforts of t.e SEC, the Financial AccounLing itanuards
o.oard (Fi'A.), nr. others in the development of accounting
practices r!qu:ir; Dy .. ction 503 of tne Act. ;,.laers oi
my staff have servel as observers to the FASB task force on
tne extr:ctiv' Iar.,r'.r1 s nu nave inforfally *echen~:o
views witn -:'. .t -f '. crs en th .- ,ttera undcr consiaaration
by tiot ie.: :. ,:, -L: ':' ;r ter ro.a'aLt;.9 ts cverall
roquir 2;:e:.; i ct t.:^ ?.,:1t.

15
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From the inception of the project, we nave been continuously

concerned with the scope of the intenaed data base and associated

accounting practices wnich are required by the Act. while the

Act snecifies certain financial and operating data, it is not

clear as to what typo of exploration and production data should

be included for data thse purposes.

We believe that the data base should have broad application

to the energy information users contemplated by the Act.

Consequently, any financial or operating information that

FEA collects or intends to collect could be part of this

data base, the reliability of wnich may necessitate some

development of accounting practices by the SEC.

In their letter to the FEA dated February 8, 1977, SIC

requested that FEA a-vi.5 them of any uses t',; Plans to make

of the inior:;.- ticr t.:t is cclle.-tc un!er section 5G5 of the

Act. Tney furtner re-..uested FrA to identify the implications

that such uses ciqglt i.av on the davelon;cent of accounting

practices. re believe this letter recognizes the need for

FEA to coordinate its efforts under cction 505 with those
of the SEC. This coordination will assure that the accounting

practices develo-,?d oy S.C &dress the data FLA clans to collect

under Saoticn 505 n. thz u:es that will be made of that data.

We have discussed t:,C r.._. for this vcuv;zination on several

occasions wit reprecsnntatives of both the iEA and SEC.

'ie have forrmall.y requestdU tihaiL SiC cialify its position

regarding the scone of the data base and the relationship

that exists between accounting practices required by Section

503 and the data that 'EA will collect under Section 505.

We indicated in our ruc:st tilat we r.elieved, at a minimum,
that the data base addressed by SEC should encompass the

information that the FLA collects ana reports to the Congress

and the President under Section 505 of the Act.

We request that you clarify for us the position taken by

the FEA on the following questiont. Please indicate in your

answers the basis or rationale underlyiLng such positions.

1. How has F'- ,>fined its re:ponsibilities as they

relace to 6b-Lion 503 an' 505 of the Act?

2. Uh't inor-. ,:.on does FEA intend to collect trom

personra cn:.-n. l in the nrodue.tichI of crude oil and

n'tur=[l .:1. ;.'-;:.'r Section 505? D-e as specific as
p.oasio ! ia .'' r nber.

16
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3. Wnat information will FEiA report to the Congress and
the President under Section 505? Be as specitic as
possible in your answer.

4. Who, in your opinion are the users of the data base
contemplated in the Act?

5. What specific tasks will FEA address in satisfying
its responsibilities under the Act?

6. What approacn will FEA follow in completing tne required
tasKs and what tinefrta.ne has been estaLl isned. for
key events?

7. What has FLA done to date toward satisfying the
requirements of Section 505 of the Act?

C. Hot;, in your coinicn, do yot:r responsibiliti-s
under Section 505 relate to paragraphs 1, 2, and 2
of Section 503(c) an:. the accounting practice.s; required
thereunder?

Copies of this letter are being sent today to the
Chairman of the Sccurities and Exchnnqg Cormmission and the
Chairmarr of tno Federal Pot:er Co.ir.fsior, consaultir.n aencies
name: in the a:ct; anrc to tie fshairman of tne Suoccn.littree on
Oversight and Investigations, Ho.se Committve on Interstate
and Foreign Comn.erce, who has a continuing interest in this
project.

fie appreciate the courtszy and cooperation extended to our
staff. Because we have been work.ing infornmally with your
staff on thlese matters, we would appreciate recaiving your
response within 15 days of receipt of this letter.

Sincerely yours,/

FEF44

Honte Canfield, Jr.
Director
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